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Ceramics inspired by innovative architecture
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ETILE is a company that designs and sells ceramic floor and wall tiles using the

latest technology on the market, which allows us to care for every last detail and to

generate great finishes, reliefs, tonalities, patterns and formats. 

Discret and minimalist collections where the format and subtlety of the nuances in

the textures create unique and exclusive pieces. ETILE's collections are designed

under technical and aesthetic criteria that grant the  product a high level of

versatility and uniqueness.

 

Designs inspired by Mother Nature, cared to the smallest detail and

meticulously elaborated with de last digital technology, which transmit great

beauty and harmony. 

Presentation
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PRODUCT QUALITY

AND DESIGN 

Values

1
 SERVICE-DRIVEN AND

CUSTOMER-ORIENTED2
 GLOBAL PRESENCE

AND CHARACTER3
COMMITMENT TO

SOCIETY4
PREVENTING

POLLUTION5
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Ceramic collections that create unique spaces
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The people who create ETILE products work together with

production and quality technicians to create collections tailored to

present and future needs, new finishes and a variety of colors and

designs resulting from trend research. ETILE is aware of the very

diverse preferences that prevail in different markets around the

world to create collections with a global mentality.

Additionally, if one thing distinguishes ETILE it's the fact that the

entire team has in- depth knowledge of ceramics and countless

production techniques and methods, enabling the company to

create innovative solutions, which is what makes ETILE collections

so different. 

Designs
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This working method has resulted in a product

diversification policy and ETILE currently have a wide range

of products, with materials coming in traditional porcelain

and white body formats.

Ever since its inception, ETILE has continued to follow a

customer-service oriented strategy and constantly strives to

suit the tastes and meets the needs of society.

Product
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Use of the finest raw materials
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Materials

ETILE's porcelain is a highly durable ceramic product

with outstanding technical performance. Technical

qualities and design that come in the form of marble,

stone and ceramic inspired by cement, textiles and

wood.

Material with exceptional technical characteristics,

most notably the brightness of the colours. Wide

range of sizes and finishes inspired by wood, cement,

marble, stone and textiles.

Porcelain White body
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ETILE has a team of great professionals: young, dynamic, clearly

customer service-oriented and with a global focus.

 

The company believes in opportunities and growth. So training is

continuous.

A great team with global reach, strong service and
customer focus.

People
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A rational use of water

Noise controls.

Air emission controls.

Selective waste sorting.

Energy consumption saving systems.

Our tiles are produced under the Integrated Environmental Authorisation issued by

the authorities in accordance with Council Directive 96/61/EC - IPPC (Integrated

Pollution Prevention and Control).

 

In ETILE, we make sure our products are made with:

We protect the
planet
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We are close to you
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Cevisama (Spain)

Cersaie (Italy)

Coverings (USA)

ETILE is present at world’s top ceramic trade shows. 

Communication and
promotion
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ETILE's showroom is designed to enable visitors to appreciate the

aesthetic and technical qualities of the ceramic and also discover its

different uses.

Over 300 m² designed to offer a unique experience.
Over 1,000 visitors come to this space every year
from across the world.

Exhibition space
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Promoting our presence in new markets is part of ETILE's DNA and it

has allowed us to be present in over 130 countries.

ETILE works with the best chains and distributors in the
world. 

Global presence
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DILMUN EMPRESARIAL S.L.U.
Ctra. La Pobla Tornesa-Vall d’Alba, km.4
12192 Vilafamés, Castellón (Spain)
 
 T +34 964 33 89 29
etile@etile.es
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www.etile.es 

https://www.etile.es/
https://www.etile.es/
https://www.facebook.com/etileazulejos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCf8hpjrYUDi8mnxK9umRLsw
https://www.linkedin.com/company/etile/?viewAsMember=true
https://www.instagram.com/etileazulejos/

